Osmotic Stress Resistance Imparts Acquired Anti-apoptotic Mechanisms in Lymphocytes
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Background: Overcoming resistance to apoptosis is a major challenge in the treatment of human proliferative disease.

Results: Cell volume regulatory mechanisms inhibit apoptosis in lymphoid cells.

Conclusion: Intracellular ions influence cellular life/death decisions.

Significance: Disabling ionic homeostasis in tumor cells may aid in the activation of cell death.

SUMMARY

Apoptosis is a stochastic, physiological form of cell death that is characterized by unique morphological and biochemical properties. A defining feature of apoptosis in all cells is the apoptotic volume decrease or AVD, which has been considered a passive component of the cell death process. Most cells have inherent volume regulatory increase (RVI) mechanisms to contest an imposed loss in cell size, however T-cells are unique in that they do not have a RVI response. We utilized this property to explore potential regulatory roles of a RVI response in apoptosis. Exposure of immature T-cells to hyperosmotic stress resulted in a rapid, synchronous, and caspase-dependent apoptosis. Multiple rounds of osmotic stress followed by recovery of cells in normal media resulted in the development of a population of cells that were resistant to osmotic stress induced apoptosis. These cells were also resistant to other apoptotic stimuli that activate via the intrinsic cell death pathway, while remaining sensitive to extrinsic apoptotic stimuli. Interestingly, these osmotic stress resistant cells showed no increase in anti-apoptotic proteins, and released cytochrome c from their mitochondria following exposure to intrinsic apoptotic stimuli. The osmotic stress resistant cells developed a RVI response, and inhibition of the RVI restored sensitivity to apoptotic agents. Analysis of apoptotic-signaling pathways showed a sustained increase in phospho-AKT, whose inhibition also prevented an RVI response resulting in apoptosis. These results define a critical role of volume regulation mechanisms in apoptotic resistance.
used to denote this unique characteristic of apoptosis (2). Previous reports have suggested the AVD is both a necessary and sufficient inducer of apoptosis (3-6), which depends on the underlying movement of K+, Na+, and Cl- to permit the activation of caspases and apoptotic nuclease activity (7-10).

Resistance to apoptosis has been shown to occur through a variety of mechanisms including increased expression of anti-apoptotic proteins, decreased expression of pro-apoptotic proteins, along with alterations in other critical apoptotic proteins such as death receptors, caspases, and kinases (11,12). Mammalian cells also have other inherent regulatory mechanisms to protect themselves from adverse extracellular conditions and to preserve cell viability (13). The cell volume regulatory mechanisms consisting initially of ionic transporters, channels, and exchangers are activated upon a loss of cell volume to re-establish a near normal cell size, however the role of these proteins in regards to apoptotic resistance is unclear. Our studies take advantage of the fact that T-cells do not have an active inherent regulatory volume increase (RVI) response (14,15), to evaluate the contribution of this process to apoptotic resistance.

We employed osmotic stress to physically induce cell shrinkage in a murine immature T-cell line, S49 (devoid of an inherent RVI response). This stressor induced a very rapid and synchronous caspase-dependent apoptosis of the cells. Exposure of the cells to multiple rounds of osmotic stress and recovery resulted in a unique population of cells that were resistant to a variety of osmotic stress stimuli, while remaining sensitive to extrinsic apoptotic stimuli. Interestingly, these osmotic stress resistant cells gained an inherent RVI response, inhibition of which sensitizes the cells to intrinsic apoptosis. Our work shows that volume regulation mechanisms contribute significantly to apoptotic resistance.

**EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES**

**Cell Culture and Chemicals** - S49 Neo cells are S49.1 mouse lymphoma cells stably infected with a recombinant amphotropic retrovirus carrying a G418 antibiotic resistance gene (3). Cells were maintained in RPMI-1640 supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated fetal calf serum (hi-FCS), 4.8 mM glutamine, 100 ug/ml streptomycin and 100 U/ml penicillin at 37°C, 7% CO2 atmosphere. Standard RPMI-1640 was made hyperosmotic or hyposmotic by the addition of solid mannitol or diluting with distilled water, respectively, prior to the addition of the supplemental components. All media was examined for maintaining isotonicity using a 5500 vapor pressure osmometer (Wescor, Inc., Logan, UT). The irreversible caspase inhibitor z-VAD-fmk and Fas ligand were purchased through Kamiya Biomedical (Seattle, WA). Dexamethasone was purchased through Steraloids (Wilton, NH), staurosporine and AKT inhibitor VIII through Calbiochem (La Jolla, CA), and thapsigargin, flufenamic acid, mafenamic acid, sodium salicylate, 5-(N-methyl-N-isobutyl)-amiloride (MIA), and 5-(N-ethyl-N-isopropyl)-amiloride (EIPA) was purchased through Sigma (St. Louis, MO).

**Cell Volume Analysis** - Cell volume was determined via electronic sizing using a Cell Lab Quanta flow cytometer (Beckman Coulter) equipped with a 488 nm laser. The electronic volume (EV) channel was calibrated using 6 um 488 nm excitable AlignFlow beads (Molecular Probes). Cells at a density of 1 x 10⁶ cells/ml were centrifuged and resuspended in normal or anisotonic RPMI-1640 media and examined as described in the results. An electronic volume gate was used to eliminate cell debris and to exclude portions of cells (apoptotic bodies) that may be formed and released during the apoptosis. The percent change in mean cell volume (MCV) was determined by subtracting the anisotonic value from the normal control value (x 100) for each individual time point.

**Flow cytometric analysis of caspase activity, and DNA content** - Caspase activity for caspase-3/7-like enzymes was accomplished using a CaspaTag in situ assay kit (Chemicon) according to the manufacture’s instructions. Briefly, 1 hour prior to cytometric analysis, 300 ul of cells were added to 10 ul of a 30X CaspaTag reagent working stock. Immediately prior to cytometric analysis, the cells were washed in 2 ml of CaspaTag wash buffer, and then resuspended in 500 ul of PBS. Two ul of propidium iodide (PI; supplied in the kit) was added to each sample and the cells were
examined using a Becton Dickinson FACSort equipped with CellQuest software. For each sample, 10,000 cells were excited with a 488 nm laser and examined at 530 nm and 585 nm for CaspTag and PI fluorescence, respectively.

Analysis of DNA was accomplished using an ethanol fixation / propidium iodide protocol. Cells were harvested from the culture media and fixed by the slow addition of approximately 3 ml of cold 70% ethanol with agitation. The volume was adjusted to 5 ml with cold 70% ethanol and the cells stored at -20°C for up to one week. Fixed cells were pelleted by centrifugation from the ethanol, washed once in 1X PBS and stained in 1 ml of 20 ug/ml propidium iodide, 1 mg/ml RNase in 1X PBS. Stained cells were examined on a FACSort flow cytometer using CELLQuest software (Becton Dickinson Immunocytometry Systems, San Jose, CA). Individual cells (7500 per experimental sample) were selected by gating on an area versus width dot plot to exclude cell debris and aggregates. The percent of degraded DNA was determined by the number of cells with subdiploid DNA divided by the total number of cells under each experimental condition.

**Determination of intracellular potassium and sodium by flow cytometry or atomic absorption spectrophotometry** – Analysis of intracellular sodium and potassium by flow cytometry was accomplished as described previously (16). Briefly, 2 ul of 2.5 mM CoroNa Green-AM (Na+) or PBFI-AM (K+) (Molecular Probes) stock were added to 1-ml of cells for a final concentration of 5 uM one hour prior to the time of examination. For intracellular calcium measurements, 1 ul of a 1 mM Fluo-3 (Ca2+) (Molecular Probes) stock was added to 1-ml of cells for a final concentration of 1 uM 30 minutes prior to the time of examination. For intracellular sodium measurements, 1 ul of 1 mM Fluo-3 (Ca2+) stock was added to 1-ml of cells for a final concentration of 1 uM 30 minutes prior to the time of examination. Incubation was continued at 37°C, 7% CO2 atmosphere. Immediately prior to flow cytometric examination, propidium iodide (PI, Sigma) was added to a final concentration of 10 ug/ml. Ten thousand cells were analyzed by sequential excitation of the cells containing PBFI-AM (350 nm ex; 425 nm em), CoroNa Green-AM and Fluo-3-AM (488 nm ex; 530 nm em), and PI (488 nm ex; 575 nm em) using a LSRII flow cytometer (Benton Dickinson) and FACSDiVa software. Only cells that did not lose their membrane integrity (PI negative cells) were included in the analysis for relative intracellular ion concentrations.

For atomic absorption studies, two million cells per sample were initially treated under control or hyperosmotic stress for 150 minutes, a time prior to a major loss of membrane integrity. Cells were harvested and washed twice in ice-cold isotonic (for control cells) or hypertonic (for hyperosmotic cells) magnesium chloride. Samples were then resuspended in 200 ul of a 30% nitric acid solution and incubated overnight at 37°C under constant agitation. Protein was measured using a Bio-Rad assay. Analysis of the potassium and sodium content was measured using a PerkinElmer Life Sciences AA800 flame spectrophotometer. A five-point potassium or sodium standard calibration protocol of known standards was used to optimize the instrument. Samples were diluted 1:250 or 1:25 for potassium and sodium, respectively and measured in triplicate. The spectrophotometer and protein values were used to calculate the micromolar of ion per mg protein for each sample.

**Generation of Osmotic Stress (OS) Cells** - S49 (Neo) cells were exposed to RPMI-1640 media containing 500 mM mannitol for 4 hours at 37°C, 7% CO2 atmosphere. After this time, the cells were centrifuged at 3,000 rpm, then returned to normal RPMI-1640 media, and incubated at 37°C, 7% CO2 atmosphere. Over a period of 7 to 10 days of culture, the surviving cells regenerated to a viable population of cells in the presence of normal RPMI-1640 media. This protocol was repeated to generate cells that were repetitively exposed to 500 mM mannitol for 4 hours then recovered for multiple generations.

**Pro- and anti-apoptotic protein and apoptotic signaling analysis** - S49 (Neo) or S49 (OS4-15) cells (5 X 10^6) were suspended in buffer containing 20mM TRIS, 2mM EDTA, 150mM NaCl, 0.5% Triton X-100 and protease inhibitors (Complete Mini protease cocktail, Roche, IN) by repeated pipeting. The cells were sonicated for 10 seconds on ice. Samples of each lysate were assayed in a Beckman DU650 spectrophotometer for protein concentration.
using Biorad Protein Assay Reagent (Biorad Laboratories, CA.). Laemmli loading buffer containing glycerol, SDS, and bromphenol blue was added to each sample at a 1:1 ratio and then boiled for 5 min. The samples were stored at -80°C until electrophoresis and western blot analysis for apoptosis associated proteins. Western blotting: Whole cell lysates were separated on a 4-20% Tris-glycine gel (Invitrogen, San Diego, CA) and transferred to a nitrocellulose membrane. The membranes were blocked in TBS-0.5% TWEEEN-20 (TBS-T) containing 10% non-fat milk for 2 hours at room temperature, washed with TBS-T and incubated overnight at 4°C in anti-bcl-2, anti-bcl-XL, antibax, anti-bim, anti-caspase 8, anti-caspase 9, anti-caspase 3, and the various kinase antibodies (Cell Signaling, Danvers MA) or anti-survivin (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Santa Cruz CA). The antibody for AKT recognizes both isoforms of phospho-AKT, but is more selective for AKT1. The next day the blots were washed, incubated with peroxidase-conjugated anti-rabbit secondary antibodies for 1 hr at room temperature. Bands were visualized using ECL reagents (GE-Amersham, Piscataway, NJ). The blots were then washed with TBS-T reprobed with anti-beta actin (Millipore, Billerica, MA) following the above protocol except for using anti-mouse secondary antibody. Protein bands were quantitated densitometrically using NIH Image J analysis software and protein levels were normalized to beta actin signal. Average protein levels of at least 3 experiments were plotted as bar graphs +/- SEM. Statistical significance (difference from untreated controls) was determined by Student’s t-test.

Mitochondrial/Cytosolic fractionation for cytochrome c measurement - Cytosolic and mitochondrial proteins were prepared from S49 (Neo) or S49 (OS4-15) cells by using a cytosolic/mitochondrial sub-cellular fractionation kit (BioVision Research Products, Mountain View, CA). Briefly, 5 X 10^7 cells for each sample were washed with cold PBS, resuspended in cytosol extraction buffer and incubated on ice for 10 minutes. The cells were then lysed using a dounce homogenizer and centrifuged at 700 x g for 10 min. at 4°C. The supernatant was transferred to a fresh tube and then centrifuged at 10000 x g for 30 min. at 4°C. The supernatant from this step is the cytosolic fraction. The pellet was resuspended in mitochondrial extraction buffer, vortexed on high for 10 seconds to generate the mitochondrial fraction. Protein concentration of each fraction was measured as stated previously. Western blotting analysis was also carried out as described previous except the primary antibody used was anti-cytochrome C (BD-Pharmingen, San Jose, CA). Purity of fractionation was determined by reprobing with anti-VDAC (Biovision, Mountain View, CA), a mitochondrial protein and equal protein loading was determined by reprobing with anti-beta-actin (Millipore, Billerica, MA).

Statistics – One-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s multiple comparison tests were used to evaluate the statistical relevance of control and experimental samples. A p-value of at least <0.05 was considered significant.

RESULTS

Hyperosmotic Stress Results in a Rapid and Sustained Decrease in Cell Volume and Caspase-Dependent Cell Death - Most mammalian cells have a high permeability to water where an osmotic alteration in their extracellular environment results in a rapid change in cell size. S49 (Neo) cells when challenged with media containing an additional 250 or 500 mM mannitol show a very rapid decrease in mean cell volume of 29% and 37% under 250 or 500 mM osmotic stress respectively, was strikingly similar to the initial changes in cell size that occurs during a primary stage of apoptosis (16). When exposed to hyperosmotic stress and examined over time, S49 (Neo) cells shrank and remained shrunken throughout the course of the experiment (Fig. 1B), reflecting a lack of a regulatory volume increase (RVI) as previously observed in other T-cells (17,18). In contrast, when S49 (Neo) cells where exposed to hypoosmotic stress, they swelled and returned to a near normal cell volume within 60 minutes (Fig. 1B), reflecting an inherent regulatory volume decrease (RVD) response known to occur in most cells.

Hyperosmotic stress of lymphoid cells resulted in a very rapid change in viability in
both a concentration- and time-dependent manner as determined by flow cytometry, with changes occurring as early as 2-3 hours (Fig. 2A). To evaluate the mode of cell death under these conditions, we scrutinized several indices of apoptosis including caspase activity, release of intracellular calcium, and DNA degradation in the presence and absence of z-VAD. Our data supports the conclusion that hyperosmotic stress induced cell death in S49 (Neo) cells is apoptosis that occurs in a caspase-dependent manner (Fig. 2B).

**Short-term Exposure of T lymphocytes to Osmotic Stress induces Synchronous Apoptosis** - Apoptosis is a stochastic response that occurs one cell at a time. Depending on the cell type and apoptotic stimuli, the onset of cell death may take many hours to days. The rapid occurrence of apoptosis in S49 (Neo) cells following hyperosmotic stress lead us to investigate the synchrony of the process in our model system. This question was addressed by acutely exposing S49 (Neo) cells to hyperosmotic stress, and then returning them to normal media where over time, the initiation of apoptosis was observed. Figure 3 shows that while a 30-minute exposure to hyperosmotic stress had no significant effect on inducing apoptosis, a 60-minute hyperosmotic exposure resulted in approximately 40% apoptotic cells within 4 hours. When S49 (Neo) cells were exposed to hyperosmotic stress for 90 or 120 minutes before being returned to normal media, a striking simultaneous initiation of apoptosis was observed that peaked at 8 hours (Fig. 3). These data indicate that unlike other apoptotic stimuli, hyperosmotic stress results in a highly synchronous initiation of apoptosis.

**Generation of S49 (OS 4-15) cells** - The ability of a few cells to survive hyperosmotic conditions was exploited by exposing S49 (Neo) cells to media containing mannitol, and then returning them to normal media for culture as illustrated in figure S1. A 4-hour hyperosmotic stress results in greater than 95% of the cells undergoing cell death. However, over a period of 7 to 14 days of recovery in normal media, not all cells died, and the small remaining viable population proliferated. Repeating this process for 15 generations of “kill and recovery” resulted in fewer cells undergoing cell death in response to hyperosmotic stress and the development of a cell line designated S49 (OS 4-15). Microscopic examination of the S49 (OS 4-15) cells showed that they were of an inherent larger cell size when compared to the S49 (Neo) cells (Fig. 4A). Analysis of the mean cell volume for both the S49 (Neo) and S49 (OS 4-15) cells showed an approximately 15% increase in cell capacity for the latter cells (Fig. 4A). This increase in cell size led us to examine these cells for changes in their intracellular ions, specifically potassium and sodium. Initially, using 2 fluorescent ionic dyes to simultaneously examine sodium and potassium concentrations in these cells, we observed no significant change in intracellular sodium or potassium between the parental cells and the S49 (OS 4-15) cells (Fig. 4B). Interestingly after 4 hours of hyperosmotic stress, the S49 (Neo) cells had a reversal in the normal Na⁺/K⁺ ratio followed by a decrease in intracellular concentration of both ions previously attributed to the apoptotic volume decrease (Fig. 4B). This reversal of intracellular is similar to our previous studies using different cells and apoptotic agents (16). In marked contrast however, the S49 (OS 4-15) cells did not have this ionic response to hyperosmotic stress (Fig. 4B).

To confirm the results from our studies with the fluorescent ionic dyes, we examined the intracellular ion concentrations in S49 (Neo) and S49 (OS 4-15) cells under control and hyperosmotic conditions by atomic absorption spectrophotometry. S49 (Neo) cells treated cells with 250-mOsm osmotic stress for 150 minutes, a time prior to the loss of membrane integrity, showed a significant decrease in intracellular potassium coupled to a significant increase in intracellular sodium (Fig. 4C), similar to the observations made by flow cytometry. Treatment of S49 (OS 4-15) cells did not result in a significant change in intracellular sodium and potassium, suggesting that the response is selective for the S49 (Neo) cells.

**S49 (OS 4-15) Cells are Resistant to Hyperosmotic Stress and Multiple Intrinsic Apoptotic Stimuli** - The loss of intracellular sodium and potassium during cell death are known to play a critical role in the activation of the apoptotic machinery (7-10). The apparent absence of this ionic alteration upon
hyperosmotic stress in S49 (OS 4-15) cells led us to examine apoptosis in these cells. Exposure of S49 (OS 4-15) cells to hyperosmotic stress for 4 hours did not result in a change in viability (Fig. 5A), in marked contrast to the S49 (Neo) cells that died rapidly after identical treatment. We also examined the ability of the S49 (OS 4-15) cells to undergo cell death in response to other apoptotic stimuli. When S49 (Neo) cells were treated with known apoptotic agents including dexamethasone, staurosporine, thapsigargin, or UV, we observed an increase in the percent of PI positive cells, caspase activity, and degraded DNA establishing their sensitivity to apoptosis (Fig. 5A). In contrast, when S49 (OS 4-15) cells were examined under the same conditions, apoptosis failed to occur (Fig. 5A). Interestingly, all these cell death agents are known to activate apoptosis through the intrinsic mitochondria pathway. Thus, we also examined both S49 (Neo) and S49 (OS 4-15) cells following activation of the extrinsic death receptor pathway with Fas ligand. Treatment with Fas ligand resulted in apoptosis in both osmotic sensitive and osmotic resistant cells (Fig. 5B), suggesting that the apoptotic resistance acquired in the S49 (OS 4-15) cells is specific for the intrinsic apoptotic-signaling pathway. Clearly the extrinsic apoptotic-signaling pathway remains intact in both of these cell types.

Apoptotic Pathway Analysis in S49 (OS 4-15) Resistant Cells - Cell life/death decisions are often thought to be based on a balance between pro- and anti-apoptotic factors. Thus, we examined the expression of various pro-and anti-apoptotic proteins including Bcl-2, Bcl-XL, Survivin, Bim, caspase-3, caspase-9, and caspase-8 in both the osmotically sensitive and osmotically resistance lymphoid cells. Analysis of protein expression showed no significant difference in the level of these proteins between the S49 (Neo) and S49 (OS 4-15) cells (Fig. 6A), with the exception of an increased expression in the pro-apoptotic protein Bax in the S49 (OS 4-15) cells, suggesting that these apoptotic resistant cells should be more sensitive to a cell death stimulus (Fig. 6A). However, our data suggests that the apoptotic resistance does not appear to be associated with an increase in anti-apoptotic or a decrease in pro-apoptotic protein expression that we have analyzed in our experiments.

Additionally, the lack of caspase activity in S49 (OS 4-15) cells under multiple intrinsic apoptotic stimuli lead us to examine if cytochrome c was released from the mitochondria during the intrinsic cell death process. When S49 (Neo) and S49 (OS 4-15) cells were treated with media containing either 250 or 500 mM mannitol for 4 hours, and then divided into a cytosolic and mitochondrial fractions, cytochrome c release occurred in both cells (Fig. 6B). These data indicate that the resistance of the S49 (OS 4-15) cells likely lies downstream of the mitochondria, and further suggest that the release of cytochrome c is not sufficient to induce apoptosis in these osmotically resistant cells.

Analysis of Signaling Modules in Osmotic Sensitive and Osmotic Resistant Cells - Since the S49 (OS 4-15) cells were resistant to multiple intrinsic apoptotic stimuli, including osmotic stress (19,20) we sought to determine if these cells still mounted a response to a hypertonic stress. Stress-activated protein kinase (SAPK) pathways can be activated by a variety of environmental agents including osmotic pressure. In general, p38 MAPK and JNK are thought to be pro-apoptotic, while ERK 1/2 and the cell survival-promoting protein kinase B (AKT) are thought to be anti-apoptotic. Therefore, we examined the osmotic sensitive and osmotic resistant cells for changes in these signaling proteins in the presence of osmotic stress. Figure 7A shows no significant difference in the activation or phosphorylation of p38 between the S49 (Neo) and S49 (OS 4-15) cells upon osmotic stress when compared to their time matched controls. A general increase in JNK phosphorylation was observed in the S49 (OS 4-15) cells compared to the S49 (Neo) cells following hypertonic stress, however this difference was not significant when compared to the time-matched controls. Additionally, we also observed a small increase in the phosphorylation of ERK upon osmotic stress between the two cells, however similar to the JNK phosphorylation, no significant difference was observed (Fig. S2). Interestingly, phospho-AKT is observed in both the parent and osmotic resistant cells, however hyperosmotic stress
resulted in the constitutive activation of AKT in
the S49 (OS 4-15) cells, whereas this activity
was rapidly diminished in the S49 (Neo) cells
(Fig. 7A). To understand the basis for this
sustained phosphorylation of AKT in the S49
(OS 4-15) cells, we examined the activity of up
stream kinases PDK1 and mTOR, known to
phosphorylate AKT. A significant increase in
phosphorylated PDK1 in the S49 (OS 4-15) cells
was observed early upon hyperosmotic stress,
while a significant increase in phosphorylated
mTOR occurred at later times (Fig. S3). These
data suggest that both kinases may play a role in
the sustained increased phosphorylation of AKT.
Interestingly, inhibition of AKT resulted in the
sensitization of the S49 (OS 4-15) resistant cells
to undergo apoptosis in response to osmotic
stress (Fig. 7B). Thus the S49 (OS 4-15) cells
still respond to osmotic stress, but in a manner
distinct from the parental osmotic sensitive cells.

S49 (OS 4-15) Cells have developed an
Inherent RVI - To understand the mechanism of
apoptotic resistance in S49 (OS 4-15) cells,
specifically in regards to the activation of the
apoptotic machinery, we examined their ability
to compensate for the change in cell volume
during apoptosis. We have shown that
maintaining a normal intracellular ionic
composition prevents caspase activation and
apoptotic nuclease activity (7,8). S49 (Neo)
cells do not respond with an RVI upon
hyperosmotic exposure (Fig. 8A). Interestingly,
when S49 (OS 4-15) cells were examined under
hyperosmotic stress, these cells elicited a robust
RVI response (Fig. 8A). While the S49 (OS 4-
15) cells have gained an inherent RVI response,
these cells showed a similar response in their
ability to regulate their volume upon
hyperosmotic stress when compared to the S49
(Neo) cells (Fig. 8B), suggesting that this
apoptotic response remained intact in the S49 (OS
4-15) cell.

Inhibition of RVI Re-sensitizes
Osmotically Resistant Cells to Apoptosis -
Several ionic transport mechanisms including
the Na⁺/H⁺ exchanger, the Na⁺/K⁺/2Cl⁻
cotransporter, and hypertonicity-induced cation
channels (HICC) have been implicated in the
regulation of cell volume in response to a
hyperosmotic condition in a cell type specific
manner (13,17,18,21-23). Interestingly, the
addition of flufenamic acid (FFA), a known
inhibitor of HICCs (24), resulted in the
inhibition of the RVI response upon acute
exposure to hyperosmotic stress (Fig. 8C),
suggesting non-selective cation channels may
play a role in cell volume recovery of the S49
(OS 4-15) cells after cell shrinkage. Establishing
that inhibition of AKT in conjunction with hyperosmotic stress sensitized
the osmotic resistant cells to undergo apoptosis
(Fig. 7B), we were interested in determining if
this inhibition affected the ability of the S49 (OS
4-15) cells to elicit an RVI response. Inhibition
of AKT activity prevented the S49 (OS 4-15)
cells to respond with an RVI upon hyperosmotic
stress, similar to our observation with FFA (Fig.
8C). Since AKT activity was rapidly decreased
in the S49 (Neo) cells upon osmotic stress, and a
sustained level of phospho-AKT was observed
in the osmotic resistant cells (Fig. 7A), we
examined if FFA turned off active AKT in the
osmotic resistant cells. FFA had no effect on
eliminating the phospho-AKT either the
presence or absence of osmotic stress (Fig. S4).
Thus the ability of FFA to prevent RVI in the
presence of phospho-AKT suggests that AKT is
upstream of RVI.

Based on these findings, we wished to
determine if the newly acquired RVI had an
anti-apoptotic role in the S49 (OS 4-15) cells.
Specifically, we examined if inhibition of RVI
in S49 (OS 4-15) cells upon FFA treatment
would sensitize these cells to undergo apoptosis.
In the presence of osmotic stress, S49 (OS 4-15)
cells did not undergo cell death (Figure 9A).
However, the addition of FFA in combination
with hyperosmotic stress resulted in an increase
in the percent of cells that loss viability (Fig.
9A), suggesting the inhibition of the inherent
RVI response in osmotic resistant S49 (OS 4-15)
cells sensitizes them to die. To examine the
specificity FFA has on this sensitization, we also
analyzed several amiloride compounds such as
5-(N-methyl-N-isobutyl)-amiloride (MIA) and
5-(N-ethyl-N-isopropyl)-amiloride (EIPA)
known to inhibit the Na⁺/H⁺ exchanger, along
with other non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs
related to FFA such as mefenamic acid and
sodium salicylate. None of these drugs
sensitized S49 (OS 4-15) cells to undergo cell
death (Fig. S5). Additionally, we examined the
ability of the Na\(^+\)/H\(^+\) exchanger inhibitors to prevent the RVI in S49 (OS 4-15) cells. Neither MIA nor EIPA blocked the RVI response in the S49 (OS 4-15) cells (Fig. S5), suggesting a specific role of hypertonicity-induced cation channels in the RVI process in these osmotic resistant cells. Subsequently, we examined the ability of FFA to sensitized S49 (OS 4-15) cells to other apoptotic stimuli. As shown in figure 9B, FFA also sensitized S49 (OS 4-15) cells to die with agents such as staurosporine, thapsigargin, and UV, suggesting that the gain of an RVI response in the osmotic resistant cells results in an inhibition of intrinsic-induced apoptosis.

**DISCUSSION**

Our study shows that osmotic stress in lymphoid cells can activate the apoptotic program in a caspase-dependent manner resulting in a very rapid and synchronous cell death response. Taking advantage of the fact that these lymphoid cells do not have an RVI, we generated a novel cell line of osmotic resistant cells that show resistance to a variety of intrinsic apoptotic stimuli. This resistance to cell death is not reflective of changes in pro- or anti-apoptotic proteins or the inability to release cytochrome c from the mitochondria. Interestingly, these cells remain sensitive to apoptosis induced via the extrinsic or death receptor pathway, suggesting that the overall apoptotic machinery is not compromised, including the ionic changes that occur during the apoptotic volume decrease. A unique feature of the S49 (OS 4-15) cells is a newly gained ability to compensate for a loss of cell volume through the activation of an RVI response, a regulatory mechanism absent in parent S49 (Neo) cells. Elimination of this compensatory RVI mechanism results in a re-sensitization of these cells to intrinsically induced apoptosis. These data suggests that the ability of cells to compensate for a change in cell volume can afford protection from apoptosis depending on the signal used to activate the cell death program.

A widespread belief is that all cells have the ability to undergo cell death through an internally encoded suicide process. Therefore, apoptosis must remain dormant to avoid inappropriate activation of the cell death program. The ability of cells to evade apoptosis and grow exponentially is thought to be a driving force for the progression of cancer, and overcoming this apoptotic resistance has been a focus for countless therapeutics. Cells have developed a variety of mechanisms to repress inadvertent apoptosis including the expression of inhibitors of apoptosis proteins (IAPs), specific caspase inhibitors such as FLIP, CrmA, and p35, and various anti-apoptotic Bcl-2 proteins (25). However, an overall inhibition of the apoptotic program does not appear to have been generated in the S49 (OS 4-15) cells as shown by our analysis of the expression level of various pro- and anti-apoptotic proteins where no significant difference between wild type and osmotic resistant cells was observed, and the ability of extrinsic stimuli to induce apoptosis.

Lymphoid cells when placed in a hyperosmotic environment shrink and fail to regain their original volume (3,17,18), however in cells that have an inherent volume regulatory response, this mechanism must be either inhibited or overridden for the cells to die (3). The sustained state of cell volume loss that occurs simultaneously in lymphoid cells synchronizes the activation of the cell death process. The synchrony and speed of apoptosis allowed us to develop a unique model system to understand the relationship between compensatory volume regulatory mechanisms and apoptotic signaling as it relates to AVD. In our current study, we exposed lymphoid cells to multiple rounds of hyperosmotic stress followed by the recovery of viable cells in normal media that lead to a distinct cell line with the inherent ability to volume regulate upon acute exposure to hyperosmotic stress.

Our characterization of the newly generated S49 (OS 4-15) cells suggests that these cells should in fact be more sensitive to apoptotic stimuli resulting from increased expression of the pro-apoptotic Bax and the release of cytochrome c from the mitochondria. However as shown in figure 5, these cells are resistant to a variety of intrinsic apoptotic stimuli. Thus the repression of the apoptotic machinery likely occurs at a point downstream of these typical cell death events. Based on our
results, we postulate that the ability to repress unwanted cell death relies on the cells ability to regulate and maintain a constant, or normal cell volume. A universal characteristic of apoptosis is the loss of cell volume, shown to occur through the loss of intracellular ions, specifically potassium, sodium, and chloride during the cell death process (5,16). This loss of intracellular ions in turn permits the activation of apoptotic machinery (7-10). Therefore, our findings indicate cell shrinkage or AVD during apoptosis is not a passive event as is normally presumed, but rather plays an active role in the life and death decisions of a cell, and our data suggests that the ability to compensate for an early ion flux can protect cells from apoptosis.

We show that the addition of flufenamic acid, a known inhibitor of osmotic HICC activation (24), prevents the newly gained RVI response in S49 (OS 4-15) cells and sensitizes these cells to undergo apoptosis. The ionic changes that occur during RVI are consistent with the activation of a non-selective cation channel. Since these channels do not discriminate between various cations, a resulting increase in intracellular Na⁺ is achieved in the cell due to the overall negative plasma membrane potential. Furthermore, inhibition of the sustained activation of AKT, known to be anti-apoptotic in many cell types (26-28), also resulted in cell death. In a study by Subramanyam et al. (28), hyperosmotic stress was found to induce phosphorylation of AKT and was essential for RVI in HeLa cells. Our current study supports and extends this conclusion by showing that in S49 (OS 4-15 cells) inhibition of AKT resulted in the inactivation of the RVI response. Interestingly, hyperosmotic stress did not result in the induction of phospho-AKT in the S49 (Neo) cells that are extremely sensitive to undergo apoptosis. The inability of flufenamic acid to directly inactivate AKT suggests multiple pathways are active and play a role in regulating the RVI response to osmotic stress.

Collectively, our results support the conclusion that apoptotic resistance is linked to the compensatory volume regulatory mechanism, and is differently regulated given the specific apoptotic pathway that is induced. This acquired compensatory mechanism observed in the osmotic resistant cells likely impedes the characteristic ion flux required not only for AVD, but also for caspase activation and apoptotic nuclease activity. Maintenance of a homeostatic ionic balance is an energy demanding process, requiring high levels of ATP, however this expense is essential for a cell to maintain viability. The idea of compensatory ionic mechanisms to protect cells from changes in cell volume, whether induced via an anisotonic environment, or the activation of apoptosis, can be viewed as an anti-apoptotic mechanism and suggests a discrete functional role of RVI and AVD during the signaling of cell death. Thus maintaining a normal ionic balance through the activation of compensatory volume regulatory mechanisms may be considered a first line of defense in combating a cell death signal.
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FIGURE LEGENDS

FIGURE 1. Hyperosmotic conditions results in a rapid and sustained decrease in cell volume in S49 (Neo) cells. (A) S49 (Neo) cells treated with 250 or 500 mOsm mannitol were examined for initial changes in cell size (electronic volume, EV) using a Cell Lab Quanta flow cytometer. An immediate decrease in mean cell volume (MCV) was observed under both conditions. (B) S49 (Neo) cells treated as above were examined over time for changes in cell size. Both conditions resulted in shrunken cells that remained shrunken throughout the time examined, suggesting the absence of an inherent regulatory volume increase (RVI). In contrast, S49 (Neo) cells under a hypoosmotic condition initially showed a rapid increase in cell size that was compensated through an RVD response resulting in a near normal cell volume. Data represents the mean (+/- SEM) of 3 independent experiments, *, p<0.001 versus control.

FIGURE 2. Osmotic stress results in a rapid apoptosis in S49 (Neo) cells. (A) S49 (Neo) cells treated with 250 or 500 mOsm mannitol were examined for a loss of membrane integrity over time using propidium iodide (PI) by flow cytometry. Mannitol treated cells showed both a time and concentration dependent loss of membrane integrity. (B) S49 (Neo) cells treated with 250 mOsm mannitol in the presence and absence of 50 uM zVAD. Cells were examined for caspase activity, intracellular calcium, and DNA degradation by flow cytometry after 4 hours. In the absence of zVAD, mannitol treated cells showed caspase activity, increased intracellular calcium, and degraded DNA that was prevented in the presence of zVAD. Data represents of mean (+/- SEM) of 3 to 4 independent experiments, *, p<0.01, **, p<0.001.
FIGURE 3. Apoptosis in S49 (Neo) cells is both a rapid and synchronous under osmotic stress. S49 (Neo) cells were treated with 500 mOsm mannitol for 30, 60, 90 or 120 minutes, prior to being returned to normal media for various periods of time where they were examined for a loss of membrane integrity. Cells treated for 30 minutes with 500 mOsm mannitol did not result in a significant increase in dead cells, however cells treated with for either 60, 90, or 120 minutes resulted in a time dependent rapid increase in the number of dead cells in a synchronous manner. Data represents the mean (+/- SEM) of 3 independent experiments, *, p<0.01, **, p<0.001 versus time matched control.

FIGURE 4. Characterization of S49 (Neo) and S49 (OS 4-15) cells show differences in cell size and intracellular ionic flux under hyperosmotic stress. (A) S49 (Neo) and S49 (OS 4-15) cells were initially examined for changes in cell size using DIC microscopy and the Cell Lab Quanta flow cytometer. Microscopic examination of S49 (Neo) and S49 (OS 4-15) cells shows a morphological increase in cell size for the S49 (OS 4-15) cells compared to the parent S49 (Neo) cells. Cell size measurements using flow cytometry shows that the S49 (OS 4-15) cells are approximately 15% larger than the S49 (Neo) cells. (B) Examination of changes in intracellular sodium and potassium in S49 (Neo) and S49 (OS 4-15) cells by flow cytometry after 4 hours. Osmotic stress resulted in an initial increase in intracellular sodium accompanied by a decrease in intracellular potassium in S49 (Neo) cells, resulting in the eventual loss of both intracellular ions. In contrast, S49 (OS 4-15) cells did not show this flux in intracellular ions. (C) Analysis of changes in intracellular sodium and potassium by atomic absorption after 2.5 hours. A significant decrease in intracellular potassium and increase in intracellular sodium was only observed in the S49 (Neo) cells after osmotic stress. Data represents the mean (+/- SEM) of 3 independent experiments (A and B) and 11 to 12 independent experiments (C), *, p<0.01, **, p<0.001 versus control.

FIGURE 5. S49 (OS 4-15) cells are resistant to multiple intrinsic apoptotic stimuli, but sensitive to FasL. (A) S49 (Neo) and S49 (OS 4-15) cells treated with either 250 mOsm mannitol (4 hr), 2.5 x 10^{-7} M dexamethasone (48 hr), 0.5 uM staurosporine (6 hr), 10 uM thapsigargin (6 hr), or 75 mJ/cm^2 UV (6 hr) was examined for cell viability, caspase activity, and DNA degradation. Only the S49 (Neo) cells underwent apoptosis, while the S49 (OS 4-15) cells were resistant to these apoptotic stimuli. (B) S49 (Neo) and S49 (OS 4-15) cells treated in the presence and absence of 100 ng/ml Fas ligand for 24 hr had a similar degree of apoptosis. Data represents the mean (+/- SEM) of at least 3 independent experiments, Data represents the mean (+/- SEM) of 3 independent experiments, *, p<0.001, **, p<0.01, ***, p<0.05 versus control.

FIGURE 6. Analysis of the Apoptotic Pathway in S49 (Neo) and S49 (OS 4-15) cells. (A) Examination of the expression level various pro- and anti-apoptotic proteins in S49 (Neo) and S49 (OS 4-15) cells showed no significant change, with the exception of Bax that was increased in the apoptotic resistant S49 (OS 4-15) cells. (B) Examination of the cytosolic fraction of S49 (Neo) and S49 (OS 4-15) cells shows the occurrence of cytochrome c in both the S49 (Neo) and S49 (OS 4-15) samples after osmotic stress. Data represents of mean (+/- SEM) of 3 to 4 independent experiments, *, p<0.05, **, p<0.01 versus control.

FIGURE 7. Analysis of Apoptotic Signal Modules in the S49 (Neo) and S49 (OS 4-15) cells shows a sustained increase in AKT activation. (A) Changes in various stress-activated protein kinase pathways
along with in the AKT pathway were examined after an acute exposure to 250 mM mannitol. No significant difference was observed between the S49 (Neo) and S49 (OS 4-15) cells for either JNK or p38 activation. A sustained increase in AKT activation was observed in the S49 (OS 4-15) cells that were absent in the parental cells. (B) Inhibition of AKT (AKTi; 5 uM) resulted in the re-sensitization of S49 (OS 4-15) cells to apoptosis upon 250 mM mannitol exposure after 6 hours. Data represents the mean (+/- SEM) of at least 3 independent experiments, *, p<0.01, **, p<0.001 versus time matched control.

FIGURE 8. S49 (OS 4-15) cells gained a robust RVI response, sensitive to inhibition with flufenamic acid. (A) S49 (OS 4-15) cells treated with 250 mOsm mannitol showed a robust inherent RVI compared to the S49 (Neo) cells. (B) In contrast, no change in the ability of S49 (OS 4-15) cells was observed in regards to their inherent RVD response upon hypoosmotic treatment. (C) The RVI response in S49 (OS 4-15) cells was inhibited using flufenamic acid (FFA; 200 uM), a known inhibitor of hypertonic-induced cation channels, or the AKT inhibitor (AKTi; 5 uM). Data represents the mean (+/- SEM) of 3 to 4 independent experiments, *, p<0.001, **, p<0.01, ***, p<0.05 versus control.

FIGURE 9. Flufenamic acid sensitizes S49 (OS 4-15) cells to intrinsically induced apoptosis. (A) S49 (OS 4-15) cells were treated with 250 mOsm mannitol for 6 hours in the presence and absence of 200 uM flufenamic acid (FFA) and examined for the loss of membrane integrity. The addition FFA to inhibit the RVI response sensitized S49 (OS 4-15) cells to undergo cell death. (B) S49 (OS 4-15) cells were treated with 0.5 uM staurosporine, 10 uM thapsigargin, or 75 mJ/cm² UV for 10 hours in the presence and absence of 220 uM FFA and examined for the loss of membrane integrity (top) and degraded DNA (bottom) using flow cytometry. Again, the presence of FFA sensitized the S49 (OS 4-15) cells to undergo apoptosis. Data represents the mean (+/- SEM) of 3 independent experiments, *, p<0.001 versus control.
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